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power, authority and the state - sage publications - power, authority and the state 7 also an important
concept in political sociology. the meaning of power and authority has been summarised by steven lukes
(1978). lukes explains that, central to the idea of power is the notion of ‘bringing about consequences’, not
unlike, for instance, the way in which your sociology teacher ensures that people globalization and the role
of the state: challenges and ... - globalization and the role of the state: challenges and perspectives guido
bertucci and adriana alberti∗ globalization is a term which has been used to describe and explain many
worldwide phenomena. it has been given positive connotations by those who advocate greater 2035 air
dominance requirements for state-on-state conflict - 2035 air dominance requirements for . state-onstate conflict . ... this could change as modern states begin to level the formerly us-dominated, technological
playing field. states use ... reduces us air power projection capability. this challenges our traditional approach
with its state, power, and hegemony - social science - state, power, and hegemony sait yilmaz professor
chief of strategic research center (busrc) ... of american military dominance. for the time being, the dominant
paradigm in american strategy is called ... according to post-modernists, the modern state has been a popular
form of state for more than hundred years, 3 dominant ethnicity and p r o o f s dominant nationhood ‘dominance’ was a term reserved for the scandalous situ- ... services the modern state is supposed to
guarantee. the main promises of modernity – political participation, equal treatment before the law and
protection from the arbitrariness of state power, dignity for the weak and 42 andreas wimmer. taylor&francis
not rfo istribution!d p r ... marxism and the nigerian state - esj - the state is used by the dominant class as
an instrument to dominate the other class. this dominance is expressed through laws and policies that are
made by the state which represent the interest of the dominant group. the dominant class uses instruments of
power like executive instruments, legislature and the judiciary to maintain this setup. 2035 air dominance
requirements for state-on-state conflict - 2035 air dominance requirements for state-on-state conflict by
peter m. bilodeau, lt col, usaf ... this could change as modern states begin to level the formerly us-dominated,
technological playing field. ... power to collect and analyze the multiple radar beans received across several
antennas. navy strategy for achieving information dominance - navy strategy for achieving information
dominance 3 navy strategy for achieving information dominance executive summary the continuing evolution
in information technology presents both opportunities and challenges for the u.s. navy. information is
becoming increasingly central to all aspects of maritime warfighting and is core to the the evolution of
american hegemony - murdoch university - state actors that effectively constitute it. consequently, in an
era of ‘unipolarity’, america’s foreign and domestic policies have assumed an unprecedented prominence in
the affairs of other nations and regions as they seek to accommodate, and where possible benefit from, the
evolution of american hegemony. the nature and character of the african state - united nations - the
nature and character of the african state by dele olowu professor of public administration & ... evolution of the
modern african state. it sets the boundaries of the state, provided it with state structure - constitution, ...
horizontal integration of the african state, the dominance of power rather than authority and the low-level of ...
chapter 7 dominance and subordination in world politics ... - lake, dominance and subordination, draft
3.0 (july 15, 2013) 1 chapter 7 dominance and subordination in world politics: authority, liberalism, and
stability in the modern international order david a. lake prepared for g. john ikenberry, editor, power, order,
and change in world politics. april 2012 chapter 1 theories of power - mpow - chapter 1 theories of power
a survey towards the development of a theory of power before beginning the discussion of empowerment and
the development of a theory connected with it, i want to deal with a concept that is prior to
empowerment—power. power is a key concept for an understanding of processes of empowerment.
escalation dominance in the information age - escalation dominance and to identify salient themes and
concepts for analysis. escalation dominance is a leading concept in deterrence theory literature. paul nitze
argues that escalation dominance is a condition where a combatant is capable of defeating attacks at all levels
of conflict except for the highest, nuclear war. he states, globalization, power, and security - comw globalization, power, and security sean kay* ohio wesleyan university, delaware, oh, usa this article surveys
major international relations theory as a frame-work for thinking about globalization; examines the modern
role of power within a globalized international system; and illustrates these dynamics within the context of
international terrorism. the british constitution, law reform and the parliamentary ... - the british
constitution, law reform and the parliamentary legislative process this topic enables you: • to appreciate the
role of parliament as the dominant law-making power in the british constitution. • to identify the inﬂuences on
parliament from law reform bodies, pressure groups and campaigners. social dominance orientation: a
personality variable ... - social dominance orientation (sdo), one's degree of preference for inequality
among social groups, is introduced. on the basis of social dominance theory, it is shown that (a) men are more
social dominance-oriented than women, (b) high-sdo people seek hierarchy-enhancing professional roles the
nature of modern warfare; dtic - apps.dtic - the falklands demonstrated the potential dominance of air
power in a theater. the ntutral-ization or destruction of the enemy's aviation battlefield operating system (bos)
was a pivotal factor 1n each campaign. this monograph focuses on the charactersitics of modern counterair
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operations at the corporate power in a global economy - tufts university - corporate power in a global
economy global development and environment institute tufts university medford, ma 02155 ... increasing
globalization of modern corporations. the growth of these corporations is typically measured in economic
terms – profits, assets, number of employees, and stock ... • how do multinational corporations exert ...
disney’s female gender roles: the change of modern culture - disney’s female gender roles: the change
of modern culture barber 4 introduction once upon a time, in a not so far off place, a man named walt disney
changed the way of fairy tales in a fantastic and ground-breaking way. from fairy tales to love stories, disney
has been a part of the lives of millions for over 80 years. air, space, & cyberspace power in the 21stcentury - ifpa - air, space, & cyberspace power in the 21st-century. january 20–21, 2010 ... challenges to u.s
space dominance .....12 cyber warfare ... ined operational-level issues such as force structure and modernization priorities across the spectrum of contingencies. then we sof and the future of global competition cna - the 2018 national defense strategy (nds) makes clear that competing effectively with state adversaries
will be the primary focus of the department of defense (dod) going forward. irregular warfare (iw) is a key
element of modern great power competition (gpc), and our adversaries are deftly exploiting unconventional
methodologies— executive power in american institutional development - articles i executive power in
american institutional development executive power in american institutional development by keith e.
whittington and daniel p carpenter in striking contrast to the legislatures in most modern democracies,
congress retains an important place in american politics and policy making. patriarchy, male dominance,
the role and women empowerment ... - with the colonial state, with the capitalist economic sector, and in
the domestic arena - in the first two instances, they fought to preserve or gain political and economic power,
while, in the third they attempted to maintain patriarchal dominance in the household. 1.3 involvement of men
in household activities/roles position statement on dominance theory - m.iaabc - position statement on
dominance theory the iaabc strongly warns against the acceptance and use of dominance theory when
working with behavior and training with animals. dominance is a concept we frequently encounter in our field.
many people, including some professionals, believe that the most important thing they can do to have a wellbehaved dominant ethnicity: from minority to majority - eric kaufmann - dominant ethnicity: from
minority to majority in global terms, we are in the midst of a long-term shift from dominant minority to
dominant majority ethnicity. indeed, this paper claims that a cardinal principle of the premodern order is
minority domination (often by an ethnic minority) whereas that of the modern era is dominant majority ...
difference, dominance, differences: feminist theory ... - difference, dominance, differences: feminist
theory, equality, and the law the female body and the law by zillah eisenstein. berkeley: uni-versity of
california press, 1989. pp ix, 235. $9.95. reviewed by beth bernsteint in literary criticism and in philosophy, the
attempts to enrich femi- revision guide making of modern britain, 1951-2007 - impact on society and
politics until mid 1970’s despite conservative dominance, and welfare state and nhs continue to date.
1951-1997 – conservatives ‘natural party of government’ for 35 of the 46 years. labour party showed a
mentality of an opposition party rather than governing party (even when in power) until blair arrived.
structure of exam topics - stanford university - structure of exam topics historical development of india
(pre-1947) modern india (post-1947) india’s democracy federalism ethnic politics a. contentious politics ...
dominance and state power in modern india: decline of a social order volumes 1 and 2. oxford: oxford
university press. power and the news media - teun a. van dijk - power and the news media teun a. van
dijk university of amsterdam _____ ... to distinguish legitimate or acceptable power from power abuse, i use the
term dominance to refer to the latter. dominance usually ... ing rather technical words such as those of modern
politics, management, science, or the professions. ... the alt-right, energy dominance, and challenges to
... - the alt-right, energy dominance, and challenges to contemporary american politics jen schneider school of
public service boise state university patriarchy and women’s subordination: a theoretical analysis system is characterized by power, dominance, hierarchy, and competition. so patriarchy is a system of social
structures and practices in which men dominate, oppress and exploit women. origin of patriarchy regarding
the existence and origin of patriarchy, traditionalists do believe that men are born to dominate and women
state dominance in myanmar - project muse - 340 state dominance in myanmar. on 15 november 1997)
has been managing a dual transition towards “multi-party electoral democracy” and a market-oriented
economic system. a challenging task made more difﬁcult because the junta’s legitimacy and authority have
been contested, since its inception, not inter-state, intra-state, and extra-state wars: a ... - reexamining
nearly two centuries of trends in all the forms of modern war that involve state actors––between states, within
states, and beyond states. utilizing the revised correlates of war data sets, we examine the interplay among
three general classes of war: inter-state, extra-state, and civil. while the revised typology (and sudipta
kaviraj department of politics and international ... - modern power struggled for dominance. one
produced a serious critique of the european version of the modern state and warned against its installation in
india because that would impede the realisation of a good life. the other, which eventually won, advocated a
comprehensive reliance on the state for the society and sex roles - minnesota state university
moorhead - society and sex roles ernestine friedl this article was written at the height of the feminist
movement in the 1970's. it came as a response to the frequent claims by some that the earliest human
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societies were matriarchies ruled by women while others had just as vociferously charged that patriarchy, or
rule by men, was the earliest order of the ... wendy brown - libcom - modern state power (now chapter 7), it
quickly outgrew the confmes established both by gender as a governing political concern and by the state as a
delimitable domain of political power. from the outset, my interest in developing a feminist critique of the state
was animated less by shock and awe - dodccrp - that rapid dominance can still pr ovide a variety of options
and choices for dealing with the operational demands of war and conflict. to affect the will of the adversary,
rapid dominance will apply a variety of approaches and techniques to achieve the necessary level of shock and
awe at the a ppropriate strategic and military leverage points. eleven reasons why presidential power
inevitably expands ... - compete with him in access to the public mind through modern methods of
communications. by his prestige as head of state and his influence 11 see supra note 10. whether the
executive has achieved a similar dominance over congress in the domestic arena is less clear and has
spawned a serious and spirited academic debate. medical dominance in britian - milbank - a recent and
contemporary picture of medical power and authority, if not of its derivations, as being almost a “state within
the modern state” with either an acquired or invested sovereignty. more recently, the bureaucratic
requirements of the modern state that are linked to ... dominance, rather than by diminishing the power which
remains its dante, machiavelli, and luther: the evolution of the ... - peterson, rebecca c., dante,
machiavelli, and luther: the evolution of the modern state. master of arts (history), may 1991, 132 pp.,
bibliography, 59 titles. the evolution of the state was a process which went through many stages. analysis of
the modern state tends to begin with the enlightenment; however, dante alighieri, the future of american
power: dominance and decline in ... - united states in the next decades, the greater threat may come from
modern barbarians and nonstate actors. in an information-based world, power diffusion may pose a bigger
danger than power transition. conventional wisdom holds that the state with the largest army prevails, but in
the information age, the state (or the nonstate actor) with hegemony or dominance? a gramscian
analysis of us ascendancy - hegemony or dominance? a gramscian analysis of us ascendancy john d’attoma
university of missouri-st. louis abstract hegemony, for antonio gramsci, is the use of consent and coercion in
order to establish control over a population or a state. it is this balance between the two that is fundamental to
gramsci’s theory. furthermore, the ... the ‘poisoned chalice’ of state ownership of water ... - 2004). they
have demonstrated that the dominance of these dynamics in modern state-owned water networks renderthem
incompatible with thecommunitarian ideals required in creating a truly public water institution. the paper uses
these insights as a lens for interrogating the limitations of state owner- what makes a regional hegemon? european consortium for ... - because of intervening factors that prevent the regional power from having
any impact at all. 8 triepel also makes some comments about the assumed instability of hegemony: states
have a highly developed instinct for power, and the leading state is often inclined to cross the threshold
between hegemony and domination. this is, in particular, presidential inﬂuence in an era of
congressional dominance - presidential inﬂuence in an era of congressional dominance jon c. rogowski
washington university in st. louis r esearch on presidential power focuses almost exclusively on the modern
era, while earlier pres-idents are said to have held ofﬁce while congressional dominance was at its peak. in this
article, the early modern age - denton isd - the early modern era: ... 1450 –1600 balance of power between
spain, portugal, ottomans, mughals, ming, qing. y. 1600 –1750 tilting the balance of power: england, france,
netherlands, russia. ways to visualize this period ... european state structure made their dominance possible.
y. a fire strong enough to consume the house: the wars of ... - transition to a more abstract sense of
the state as an independent political entity, but only in the works of sixteenth-century french and english hu
manists does there emerge the modern idea of the state as "a form of public power separate from both ruler
and the ruled, and constituting the supreme time, power, and - armyupressmy - • the base of power within
a proxy (principal-agent) relationship can shift if the proxy grows strong enough stand on its own, the proxy
gains or mobi - lizes power from actors who are not the principal partner, or the proxy accomplished the goals
that brought it in line with the principal. given proxy warfare’s dominance and its axiomatic slavery: the
main ingredient to an ancient greek polis ... - slavery: the main ingredient to an ancient greek polis’
military dominance from the persian wars to the peloponnesian war, considering the fact that athens and
sparta continually defeated the persians, the farreaching influence of slavery must have been
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